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About This Game

Welcome to New Star Manager: The critically acclaimed game from Simon Read, creator of the BAFTA Award-winning New
Star Soccer series.

Take control of New Star FC – a beleaguered soccer club which needs your management skills and instincts to unlock the team’s
potential and make it to the top of the game.

“If you love football…you’d be mad not to download it” The Guardian

This is soccer management like you’ve never experienced it - Be more than just a player, be the head, the heart, and backbone of
New Star FC. Be the Manager.

“New Star Manager takes the frame of the original game, and builds something utterly wonderful on top of it”  10/10 - Pocket
Gamer

TOTAL CLUB CONTROL
Take ownership of every aspect of New Star FC, from constructing vital club facilities and managing the players’ training

regimes to choosing the perfect sponsor and hiring or firing the backroom staff!

FULL SQUAD GAMEPLAY
Use every member of your team to set up and score pivotal goals with on-pitch gameplay, using innovative mouse based

controls.
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REAL SOCCER TACTICS
Build your dream squad, choose your winning formation, make tactical substitutions, and even step into the locker room for

some half-time motivation!

OFF-PITCH DRAMA
Handle volatile players and get their mind back in the game by monitoring their concerns, outbursts, and quirks. Keep the board
off your back, navigate the hostile waters of the sporting press, and make sure the fans keep believing... while keeping a careful

eye on the club’s finances!

GLOBAL FOOTBALL
Dive into realistic simulations of the world’s biggest leagues and cup competitions!

THE NEW STAR SOCCER EVOLUTION
Experience the newest instalment of the New Star series, whose pick-up-and-play sports titles have already been enjoyed by

over 30 million players!
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I like clothes, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 off.. It's Green! I'm pretty sure!

Green gets voted off.

"Green was not the Impostor"

Me : https:\/\/imgur.com\/gallery\/3hpd9mX. I picked up this game in 2014. It is now 2018 I never gave this game much of a
chance untill now and I fully regret that. I will be picking up the sequal to it.

Now I do not have much time in this game however I feel compelled to give it a review. This game is one of a kind and truly
amazing. I have never experienced fleet combat the way you can in this game. Not only do you command the ship, but the
aircraft, the destroyers, EVERYTHING.

The only con in my eyes is that the controls feel really wonky however you can costomize them however you wish.
Last but not least the game takes a bit of a learning curve. I do not really mind that but this is not a game that you can just jump
into right away.

8/10 Awesome, Explosive & Satisfactory. I love the feeling of blowing up enemy BB. Possibly one of the most surprisingly
good- and most easily overlooked VR games on steam.
This game is nearly 100% identical to The Brookhaven Experiment, to the point where I'd almost accuse it of being an outright
rip-off. The gameplay is the same. Stand in the middle of a field and use one of many purchased guns (of which there is plenty
of variety) to fight off zombies surrounding you. The reloading is automatic, and your left hand always carries a melee weapon.
The weird thing is? Despite being waaaaaay lower production value, this game is MUCH better than the Brookhaven
Experiment, and for an astoundingly reasonable price.
This game is pretty much the epitome of a solid, generic, zombie survival game for room scale VR play. For the price, I'd say
you're an idiot not to buy it if it's not even slightly interesting. It's a TON of fun!! There are only two things you should know:

1. Yes, the production quality is bad, but there was absolute no excuse to put this narrator in the game. It's a notably low-quality
mic used, probably a standard gaming headset and not an actual studio microphone. Every time this weirdo says "NEXT
WAVE" or "GAME OVER," it actually sounds like someone is yelling at you through voice chat. It's crackly and really low
quality. Worse yet, it sounds like this guy is trying to be silly by deepening his voice past the natural octave to give the
impression of typical "announcer" voice. The first few times I heard it I laughed- but this narrator is actually bad enough to
detract from the game. To the dev: PLEASE take the announcer out. The concept of an announcer literally isn't even necessary
in this kind of game, let alone one that detracts from the game's quality. Also- as long as we're talking about sound design, the
guns sound like they are shooting Lego. Killing the zombies is satisfying enough, but the garbage sounds the guns make really
are not great.

2. The game will start out way too slow and way too easy. Luckily, the Dev made a panel, next to the gun store (in between
waves) that lets you modify the speed and frequency of the zombies' spawn rates. This is great because it lets you tweak the
game's difficulty and pacing exactly the way you want it. However, I'm not a fan of the way that you are always allowed to
change it mid-round; note to the dev: this system would be 10x better if you selected your spawning statistics in the main menu
BEFORE the game starts, and then play the whole game with this consistently (consistently increasing by wave) increasing
difficulty.

For 5 bucks, this game is a STEAL. I honestly believe I could get at least a few hours of fun out of this. If you like (or are
interested in) the Brookhaven Experiment, you absolutely need to get this. Killing Zombies honestly deserves way more
attention than it's been getting.. Overall rating: 6\/10

Did you know: If the Wehrmacht had taken all its objectives just in time but had lost all its forces every time during the
campaigns the Red Army would have surrendered and the German Reich would have won the war in the east with a brilliant
result? You don\u2018t? Me neither but that\u2018s exactly what Unity of Command wants to show you.

 UoC is a puzzle game with a WW2 scenario and a supply mechanic. Innovative and refreshing, no doubt, but no strategic
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wargame. You have only one way to get a desicive or brilliant victory. If you try some other ideas you will fail miserably and
can be happy if you still get a normal victory. Even during the campaign the scenarios are not linked. You can lose all your
forces while reaching your targets just in time, the next mission you have all units again and you start with new conditions. No
impact on the progress, no impact on how to pick out you tactic. Casualities? Yeah...none. It\u2018s ridiculous.

At most scenarios there are one up to three are weak points in the enemy lines. If you don\u2018t break through these points
you can not win the scenario. If you\u2018re unlucky and some of your overruns fail you will not get a brilliant victory even if
you don\u2018t make any mistakes. If rainy weather appears directly over one of your break through points or your supply
spring you can reaload the game without trying. In the end it doesn\u2018t depend on which strategy you chose (because there is
only one to succeed the misson) but on the luck of the battle calculations and the weather.

Does UoC make something good? Oh yes, more then you may expected after my little rant.^^
The graphic is quite descent, the art style fits very well to the game concept and the interface is tidy and provides a good
overview about all important things. The tutorial is perfect and explains you everything you need to know about the different
aspects. All scenarios seems to be historic accurate, as well as the terrain and the behaviour of the AI. The AI is one of the best
things about UoC. If you break through the enemy defensive, the AI pulls back, tries to isolate your spearhead units, builds a
new defensive frontline and if you let space between your own units, the AI will crush your weak points and cuts you of from
supply. The whole dynamic of the scenarios is so well created that it feels like real warfare on the eastern front. With a real
strategic concept behind it UoC could have been easly one of the best wargames on the market.

At the moments where the game makes fun and you can enjoy the graphic, the play mechanics and your chosen strategy, UoC
can easly reaches a 8\/10. But in its more often, worse moments when you play a scenario for the x-th time and your battle
calculations stay unlucky the experience of UoC drops to a low point crawling around a 4\/10.
As a puzzle, WW2 based wargame on a hexfield map with descent graphic, a good art style and a clever acting AI, UoC is a
7\/10 for me. As an overall conclusion with all the points which i mentioned i landed more at a 6\/10 and that means a thumb
down. To be clear: UoC is not a bad game. It doesn\u2018t have bugs, it doesn\u2018t lack of interesting ideas or to less
content. On the other hand it\u2018s not a real strategy game and for a puzzle game there is way to much RNG and way to less
possibilties do beat a scenario. I will play UoC also in the future. For one hour or two it makes quite some fun and i want to beat
the scenarios to get brilliant victories. But more then that, no thanks.. supper nice game. This small little "Capture the flag with
hover tanks"-game is real fun!
Nice graphic, good arenas, a level-up-system with new weapons and tank improvements. For practice and offline play it also
includes bots.

For a small price this game is good to fill small time gaps.
Just try the demo.
. I picked up this game at a considerable discount, thanks to the developer's decision to "celebrate" the release of Mighty No. 9.
I played the original version of this game some years ago, but didn't get around to playing this version until today.

At the end of my run as ARES, I was ready to give Extinction Agenda EX a thumbs down, and maybe I still should: It's one of
the jankiest run-and-gun games I have ever played. Asthetically, it's fine: The music is excellent and the sprite work fairly
appealing. Aiming and shooting is just fine thanks to the mouse, but the jumping controls are uniquely unresponsive and
occasionally just fail to work at all. ARES' air dash move is especially difficult to use properly. I must have wasted an hour of
the two hours it took to finish the game just falling into pits. It's also rather difficult to avoid damage, and if not for the in-built
repair ability, I probably would not have gotten anywhere. I imagine I had a similar experience playing the first version of this
game, but that was back in 2011 so I don't remember for sure. Nostalgia makes every game seem better I guess, because I gave
that game a positive review just yesterday. But playing it again was not nearly as fun.

Then, I played Tarus, the new playable character to this version of the game. And let me tell you, playing Tarus is like playing a
different game entirely, and a better one at that. ARES' unwieldy air-dash is replaced with a much simpler to use mid-air hover
move, which allows you to fly around for a short duration. At least once jump segment that gave me no end of trouble with
ARES can be bypassed using Tarus entirely: Though Tarus' cutscenes differ from ARES, the levels do not. His "limit
break"-type move, instead of a smart bomb like ARES, is a invulnerability shield. His weapons, while shorter-ranged and slower
then ARES', do considerably more damage. All this meant that my run as Tarus took about half the time, give or take a few
minutes. I've never seen a disparity between two characters in the same game this huge before. If you get this game, get it on
sale like I did, and don't even bother playing as ARES- Tarus is your bot.. this game is definitely worth playing! the first what
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attract me in it is the smart characters and that's why i bought it!
the fluent hit actions cooperated with exciting music and sounds form the heaven's product!
FIT Difficulty for most
u will disappoint me if u miss this cute game!!!
GOOD FOR U!
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ing unstable, if it crashes you lose all your progress, i.e. it doesn't save until you exit which means I just lost the first 2 islands
completely. SPACE HUNT is a nice wave based FPS.

The game looks good, plays well and is worth the price, IMO.

Fun and simple.. OK. So I'll be a jerk here. What's the deal with Virtavia? Their US military aircraft are devoid of national
insignia. I got no response from Virtavia, so I contacted DTG who were kind enough to reply. Their understanding is that
Virtavia has some kind of licensing issue about US national insignia for the Steam editions of their products. That's got to be
about the weirdest thing I've heard (no discredit to DTG, I trust their response). Just Flight, SWS, and other developers of
military aircraft here seem to have no such licensing issues. Their models include all the correct insignia. The non-Steam
editions of Virtavia's products also include all the correct insignia.

Does it affect the performance of the flight model? Certainly not. Does it affect the visual experience and immersion factor for
the model? Yes. It just looks like it's missing stuff. And it just seems lame to me. To be clear, this is on Virtavia and not on
DTG.

I've manually installed the non-Steam editions of my Virtavia products and I have no plans to purchase more Steam editions of
their products. Just cheesy.. Incomprehensible.... It was nothing special but it was a decent game to Co-Op with my dad. The
only issue we had back when we played it was that it didn't have sound. We compensated by putting on some epic music in the
background. Given other people's experience lately I should probably mention we finished the game on 11/30/2013.
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